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The newDoppler Coherence Imaging Spectroscopy (CIS) system fromWendelstein 7-X (W7X) [1] is temporar-
ily installed at ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) for a first extensive investigation of puffed nitrogen flows in the SOL
and divertor. CIS is a powerful tool to measure 2D images of line-integrated, emission-weighted impurity ion
and neutral flows in plasma regions that emit visible spectral lines [2]. It is a camera-based, passive optical di-
agnostic that detects the emission of a selected spectral line, for which an interferometric pattern is produced
by a set of birefringent crystals. By the Fourier analysis of this pattern and comparison with a reference im-
age of known wavelength, spectral information such as the Doppler shift can be determined. This work will
present the CIS diagnostic set-up on AUG, that comes with the new addition of a tunable laser (called C-Wave
[3]) as calibration source, which was successfully implemented and tested for the first time onW7-X [4]. With
C-wave, direct calibration for several spectral N lines becomes possible, significantly simplyfing the N flow
analysis.

CIS has been successfully tested on AUG already, and flows of intrinsic carbon and helium as well as neutral
deuterium flows could be investigated in cases of attached regimes [5]. By the puffing of nitrogen, fully
detached regimes can be reliably achieved in the tungsten divertor of AUG [6]. Assisted with the data of
other diagnostics, the line-integrated SOL flow data from CIS allows a detailed characterization of an H-mode
power exhaust scenario to further constrain numerical modeling of power exhaust in AUG by codes such as
SOLPS. This work will present the diagnostic preparation and set-up for first N flow measurents with CIS on
AUG.
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